Mackinac Island Maze

You’ve arrived on Mackinac Island by ferry. Make your way around the winding paths of the island to your destination: Fort Mackinac.
Word Scramble

Try your best to unscramble the letters on the left into complete words on the right! When you're done, take all of the circled letters and combine them for the answer to the secret question!

UUSEMM
SHUEGLOIHT
LCORAHAOGEY
GCIHNMIA
BIETXHI
IOLCOALN
RIHCOSET
STELIESM
SEURTRAEE
RAICAGER
KTUESM
LNSIAD
EOFRLETBGAUNT
NARVTUDE
LGCAEIR

Originally, the Native American Tribes of Odawa and Ojibwe inhabited Mackinac Island and the region surrounding the Straits of Mackinac. They called the area:
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**Crossword 1**

**Across**

4. Tower that guides ships at sea
8. A large, heavy mounted gun
9. Building in which objects of historical or artistic interest are stored

**Down**

1. To trek through, across, or investigate uncharted territory
2. Gun with spiral grooves cut in the inner surface of the barrel
3. Fortified building or strategic position
5. Mackinac is an __________
6. Person who serves in an army
7. Brass musical instrument with a flared bell
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Crossword II

Across
1. An acronym used to remember the names of the Great Lakes.
4. It’s commonplace to see many people riding or being carried by these large hooved animals on Mackinac Island.
5. A high-pitched transverse flute used commonly in military and marching musical groups.
8. Large, slowly moving, chunks of ice which played a major role in forming the Great Lakes.
10. A personal, two wheeled method of transportation found commonly on Mackinac Island.
13. Archeologists search the earth around Fort Mackinac for pieces of forgotten ________.
14. The Mackinac Bridge is a 26,372 ft long bridge of this type – the largest in the western hemisphere.
15. An exciting, remarkable, or very bold experience.
16. A small area of floor, usually stone, brick, or metal, directly in front of a fireplace.

Down
2. A heavy, large rifle introduced in the 16th century that predates the modern rifle.
3. A building equipped with machinery for grinding, crushing, pulverizing or cutting something.
6. A person who makes and repairs things in metal by hand usually using a forge.
7. A cable or rope with a suspended harness or pulley, like the one found at Historic Mill Creek Discovery Park, which a person uses to slide down for enjoyment.
9. A four-wheeled passenger vehicle pulled by two or more horses.
11. Pertaining to the styles of architecture, ornament, and furnishings of the British colonies in America in the 17th and 18th centuries.
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Word Search
Find and circle the 20 words listed below. Find words straight across, up and down, and diagonally. All words are forwards reading only. (No backwards.)

Y S U S P E N S I O N S G C N E A N R B
Q D V O G L F K W E O S O H M Y R E N X
T N B C B X H J Y I R O D L X G C R W H
R C Y K M W O M D R I L Z P S A H A J T
N P I V D J R Y F E Z D J M H R A Y R U
V S T X D K S Q E K G I B Z I G E F Y M
W O V C U H E A R T H E O U P O O A H I
B N E B S I B K O E N R D W H L N I C
I U Y Z T T K F S A E E K C R O O V I H
O E W E R U Y U Q M G X Y S E D G U E I
X F K E A S O I E A Q Y C W C C Y P S G
Y W O T I H J J I B G L P A K Q W E K A
T A Z G T A U R I L F E I B V S Y C E N
Z R A H S R R T U E E E X E R K A V H U U
Y T G I F A K S E W H F U R X G T G A W
U I R S C G E B Z V G D B J Q T W I K Z
L M K T Q C M A C K I N A C D M I P O L
D E S O A U U E U S T A T E P A R K K N
N G B R V J R W Q A D V E N T U R E E H D
D V T I P O S Q X T N A V E J H S Y B C
K I S C W H B E A C O N B S Z P U V Q Q
D C T G K V I E N M K F C T G B A F U E
E Z S H X D S I I Z E X P L O R E T B D
K R R X M I L L W R I G H T V Q A N B G
I O Y Z Y E W C H I R W X R Q D A E K M
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Crossword I
Across
4. LIGHTHOUSE
8. CANNON
9. MUSEUM

Down
1. EXPLORE
2. RIFLE
3. FORT
5. ISLAND
6. SOLDIER
7. TRUMPET

Crossword II
Across
1. HOMES
4. HORSE
5. FIFE
8. GLACIER
10. BICYCLE
12. MICHIGAN
13. HISTORY
14. SUSPENSION
15. ADVENTURE
16. HEARTH

Down
2. MUSKET
3. MILL
6. BLACKSMITH
7. ZIP LINE
9. CARRIAGE
11. COLONIAL

Word Scramble
MUSEUM
LIGHTHOUSE
ARCHAEOLOGY
MICHIGAN
EXHIBIT
COLONIAL
HISTORIC
TIMELESS
TREASURE
CARRIAGE
MUSKET
ISLAND
UNFORGETTABLE
ADVENTURE
GLACIER

Secret Word: MICHILIMACKINAC

Word Search
Y S U R M E R A N R B
Q O V G L T W E D O H E N X
T N C B X H J Y I R O D L X G C R W H
R C Y K M W O M D R I L Z P A H A J T
N P I V D J R Y F E Z D J H A Y R U
V S T X D K S O E K G I B Z I G E F Y E
W O V C U H E A T H E O U P O A A H I
B N E B S I B K O E N R D W H L I N I C
I U Y Z T T K F L A T K E O O V I H
D E W E R U Y V W Q S E D Q U E I I
X E K A S O T E A O Q W C V P S G
W O T M O T J I B G L I O Q W E K A
T A Z O A A U I L F E I O G Y C E N
Z R A K R I U L E E X E R V V E H W R
Y Y S A K A S E W F H U E X O T G A W
I H S C G E B Z V G B J Q T W E Z
M H K T C C M A K I N A C D M A P I O L
D S O A U E U S T A T E P A R K K
N G B R V J R W Q A D V E N T U R E H D
D V T I P O S Q X T N A V E J H S Y B C
K S W H E A C O L N B S P U V Q Q
D C T G K V I E N M K F C T G B A F U E
E Z S H X S I I Z E X P L O R E T B D
K R X C M I L L W R I G H T V Q A N B G
I O Y Z Y E W C H I R W X R Q D A E K M

Maze
START
FINISH
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